Patterning of the head in hydra as visualized by a monoclonal antibody: III. The dynamics of head regeneration.
The dynamics of the early patterning processes leading to the regeneration of a head in tissue excised from the body column of Hydra oligactis were examined by using a monoclonal antibody, CP8. This antibody displays position-specific binding, labeling the head ectodermal epithelial cells. During regeneration of a head, antibody labeling is present well before morphological signs of the head, at a time correlated with the determination of the tissue (Javois et al., Dev. Biol., 117:607-618, '86). By quantifying antibody labeling during regeneration of three different pieces of tissue excised from the body column, it was found that the dynamics of the early patterning processes as visualized by CP8 labeling varied. The pattern of labeling observed as well as the spread of labeled tissue suggested that the amount and geometry of apical tissue in the regenerate played a critical role in the patterning processes. Contrary to the labeling pattern observed in heads which formed during bud development or which regenerated following decapitation (Javois et al., '86), not all the CP8+ tissue was confined to the head structures in these regenerates. Several alternative explanations for this surprising result are presented. The usefulness of these data in refining pattern formation models by more explicitly constraining their parameters is discussed.